
Smartsheet Accelerator for Events

Overview
The Smartsheet Accelerator for Events enables 
teams to consistently deliver successful events 
by aligning to the underlying strategy for 
greater execution. This solution empowers cross-
functional teams to create, deliver, and measure 
the success of events.

Teams are able to drive alignment from strategy 
through execution, empowering teams to 

deliver high-quality events that are measurable. 
Whether you’re producing or attending an event, 
stakeholders can easily submit requests, utilize 
automatically generated templates, monitor all 
the moving pieces, and report on successes.
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How does the Accelerator 
for Events help my 
organization?

Increase agility to stay aligned from 
the beginning: Make sure everyone is 
aligned on goals and desired outcomes 
for events, from the planning and 
creation processes.

Monitor real-time performance: Easily 
visualize the status of all processes at any 
time that lead to a successful event.

Effortlessly integrate with other systems: 
Integrate with other systems already in 
place to sell tickets, create event websites, 
and event mobile apps.

Replicate processes with ease: Use 
a simple, pre-built solution to make 
new templates, workback schedules, 
workflows, and rollups — with one click.

Realize impact: Understand, show, and 
prove to leadership the impact that every 
event had on the business.

Increase Effectiveness:
Make sure that all stakeholders are 
aligned with the strategy behind an event.

Eliminate Silos:
Ensure that marketing leaders, managers, 
and individual contributors understand 
the goals for an event, as well as 
the necessary pieces that make an 
event successful.

Create Velocity:
Reduce the manual and tedious work of 
creating event plans, so teams can focus 
on what matters most — delivering an 
engaging event.

Scale with Confidence:
Unlock the power of Smartsheet and 
easily scale the solution for events across 
the enterprise.
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